Accessories overview
SVENSTOL®- ARMREST

ÌÌAluminium support
ÌÌquickly adjustable (simply pull up)
ÌÌfold-up

T ARMRESTS

LOOP ARMREST

ÌÌheight, depth and width

ÌÌarmrest carrier in

ÌÌrobust, good stability

ÌÌwidth adjustment

LUMBER SUPPORT

BACK PLATE

The curvature of the backrests can be adapted for
people of different sizes,
using two separately
controllable air cushions.

The robust back plate
protects the chair against
damage and can easily be
replaced if required.

COMFORT HEADREST

SEAT DEPTH
ADJUSTMENT

adjustable

ÌÌ6 position headrest:

Height, tilt and depth
adjustable

ÌÌRelieves neck muscles
ÌÌFabric, artificial leather

aluminium polished

The complete seat is
extendable.

or leather cover

Please also note the production information sheet of each model.
Not all options are available for every model.

Accessories overview
HOLSTER PROTECT

HYGIENIC WIPES

Cover reinforced with cut
and tear-resistant material at the heavily loaded
areas; suitable for weapon
carriers among others.

ÌÌfor headrest
ÌÌPackaging unit:
100 pieces

VERSION 150+

ESD VERSION

ÌÌTo meet the specific needs of users weighing signifi-

ÌÌFor control rooms with high level of use of electronics,

cantly more than 150 kilograms, we have developed
a new 150+ version of the Svenstol®.

ÌÌWith modified mechanics and a reinforced seat and gas
springs, the swivel chair offers maximum stability and
comfort, even when sitting for long periods of time.

ÌÌ5 years warranty according to AGB, up to 230 kg

work with highly sensitive devices

ÌÌConductivity tested according to DIN 61340-5-1,
resistance < 1x106 Ω

ÌÌIn fabric and fabric/leather mix only

(restricted conductivity on leather surfaces);
only with fabric HiTech black;
not available in combination with backshell

ANTISTATIC CASTORS

CLOTHES HANGER

ÌÌfor soft or hard floors

ÌÌremovable

PROTECTIVE COVER

CORPORATE DESIGN

ÌÌfor headrest, back and seat
ÌÌeasy to fit and washable

ÌÌYour name/logo/symbol
ÌÌembroidered or woven into the cover

LEATHER CARE CLOTHS

LEATHER CARE KIT

ÌÌclean, disinfect and maintain the leather at the same time
ÌÌin a practical pouch dispenser for daily use

ÌÌconsists of a cleaner and sealer
ÌÌfor regular care leather care
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